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Presentation Notes
Being in the software industry for 30 years or so, it is hard for me to imagine a business functioning without some level of information technology.  From accounting systems, to inventory management systems, employee time tracking and customer support systems to say nothing about customer relationship management or even your website … today’s businesses run on technology.What would happen to your revenue if one (or all) of those systems failed for any length of time?Obviously, there would be some level of negative impact.








“Stuff” Happens! 
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We live in a beautiful city but like all other cities, we are subject to local disasters as well as global events.Wildfires, power outages, internet outages as well as equipment and software failures to say nothing about cyber-security concerns.Any of these events can impact our ability to continue business as usual.  Unprepared, we can experience significant lost revenue and incur substantial unanticipated expenses.Our job as stewards of our enterprise is to be aware of our exposure and to take prudent steps to mitigate any potential damage.The good news is that with a bit of proper planning and corrective action, we can be better prepared to sustain operations as close to normal as possible.In today’s environment, that would typically require a cloud implementation.



Why the Cloud? 

1. Reduce Risk 
2. Increase Agility & Innovation 

3. Refocus IT Investment 
4. Provide Auto-scaling 

5. Use what you need 

6. Not if, when 
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Reduce risk. Cloud providers immediately improve IT resilience and redundancy and manage the security of that infrastructure.  Using AWS as an example, your data is automatically replicated to multiple data centers within a specific region.  Therefore, the loss of any one data center does not adversely affect your ability to continue to access your data.  In terms of data security, there is simply no way that most companies can come remotely close to the quality and depth of the cloud security infrastructure.  Again using AWS, they employ AI and machine learning algorithms to detect and automatically respond to cyber-security attacks with no human intervention required. They provide nothing but the best equipment and services that their incredibly deep pockets can buy.Innovation and Agility – Certain cloud providers vastly extend your toolset by enabling your organization to take advantage of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning platforms, embracing the Internet of Things, Big Data, Analytics and many other innovative and differentiating services.  These providers have hired the worlds top talent to “productize” the adoption of these technologies for their customers.  There is simply no way for most businesses to compete for the talent of top artificial intelligence and data scientists.  And using these products can significantly offer remarkable competitive differentiation.  Another way of looking at this, if you are not incorporating these technologies, you can be certain your competitor is going to! Refocus the IT investment.  It is estimated that up to 70% of an IT budget is spent operating and maintaining the existing and current environment leaving little for incorporating new technologies and innovation.  That budget can be redistributed to let the cloud provider do the heavy lifting on managing the infrastructure and the high-level services on top of that.  You would then have the resources free to embrace innovation.Provide auto-scaling which means that your server environment can adjust automatically to demand and of course, you only pay for what you need.  You are not having to maintain a huge server for those occasions where demand peaks but is generally lightly used.There really isn’t a question of if you will eventually move your applications to the cloud … it truly is a factor of when is it right for you.  



3 Simple Steps for a good night’s sleep 

1. Assess current environment 
2. Determine needed changes 

3. Implement prioritized plan 
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I don’t want to minimize the importance of this topic by distilling it down to 3 simple steps, but in reality, this is problem solving 101.We begin with a wholistic understanding of where we are.  What software is being used? What hardware is in place? What security mechanisms are deployed? Etc.Once we have a good handle on our current environment, we can then look at “What does good look like”?  Where do we want to be?  What steps need to be taken to improve our current exposure?After we perform our gap analysis, we can then prioritize the sequence of implementation.  We always promote prioritizing with a focus on ROI.  That is … if I had one dollar to spend, where would I spend it?Let’s dive into Step 1 – Assess the current environment. 



Assessing Current Environment 

Identify and Document: 
 

• IT services by Dept 
• Software applications 
• Client Devices 
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There is no real sequence to these items but you do want to explore pretty much everything that is touched by technology.I suggest that you begin with a list of all departments that receive IT services … which I’m guessing that would be pretty much all of your enterprise.  Document any special requirements such as compliance concerns, data retention policies, up-time requirements, data and software access privileges, local and remote users, etc.Also catalog your software applications as well as their operating environments … are they Windows-based?  Are they using the latest versions?  Are they in the cloud or distributed to individual workstations, etc.?You then want to capture your device inventory of all desktops, laptops, tablets and smart phones.  It would be a great time to also capture the hardware specifics including the operating system versions, amount of memory and storage space.  Please remember that some users may have multiple devices in multiple locations.



Assessing Current Environment 

Identify and Document: 
 

• Core Network 
• Security 
• IT Infrastructure costs 
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Once you have a pretty solid inventory, it would be important to review how the devices communicate with each other.  This will include all of your on-premise servers, network routers, switches, firewalls, power conditioning and backup power supplies, data backup captures and storage. Of course, security is always a primary concern and it extends well beyond your firewall.  Consider what security training has been provided to your employees, your password requirements and access authentication methods, what software or hardware you may have employed for intrusion protection, network access control, anti-malware, anti-virus, anti-spam, encrypted hard drives for laptops and any other measure that are in place to protect your network and data.Another valuable piece of information would be your costs associated with all of the above.  Obviously, before a change can be financially justified, you need to know your current outlay.  These costs would include internet bandwidth consumption and connectivity, power including backup systems, heating and cooling, etc.



Determine Needed Changes 

Define Future State: 
 

• Company Objectives 
• Software Improvements 
• Infrastructure changes 
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Having thoroughly explored your current environment, you will have a good basis for determining what (if anything) you would like to have changed.It may be to reduce the risk of revenue loss and/or minimizing unanticipated expenses due to IT-related causes.  It may also provide the opportunity for you to increase productivity and efficiency, etc.Very likely, you will discover a number of software improvement opportunities.  Are there applications that are technologically antiquated or no longer supported by the vendor?  Are other applications now offered as cloud versions eliminating costly IT maintenance concerns while offering better agility, mobility, data redundancy and security?In a similar manner, you may determine that your servers, storage or networking equipment may be nearing end-of-life.  If necessary, then another consideration may be to review what absolutely has to be installed locally versus what can be pushed to a cloud implementation.For both your software and hardware considerations, you may find it wise to bring in someone from outside the organization to help expose potential alternatives and give you more options to consider.



Determine Needed Changes 

Define Future State: 
 

• Staff training requirements 
• Available budget 
• Implementation timeframe 
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Another important consideration will be to factor in any required personnel training if a new software platform is selected or if you change how work is performed.When you have identified all of the pieces that need to be changed, it is likely necessary for you to provide a defensible budget estimate.  Please ensure that you consider all applicable elements including of course, all hard costs, but also the cost of training, external resources, loss of productivity, etc.Budget may also play a significant role in the timing of any role-out plan.  You may find it wise to approach your improvements into a multiple-phase approach.When you are calculating your budget and schedule, you may want to consider an approach that we routinely use within Primero – Best Case, Expected Case and Worse Case.  



Implement prioritized plan 

Adopt an Agile approach: 
 

• Invest in highest ROI 
• Remedy 
• Lather, rinse, repeat 
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Speaking of your implementation plan … another tactic that we incorporate in Primero is modeled after the software methodology approach called “Agile”. We actually use this approach within every department of our company.Among the many benefits of an Agile approach, is the laser-focus on completing those items that represent the highest return on your investment.  Yes … you may end up with a list of things-to-do that are seemingly a mile long, but one of the most important things you can do is to prioritize that list such that you resolve the issues that represent your greatest risk as quickly as possible.Look at achieving the items on your list in segments of 2 or 3 weeks.  Then focus your attention on completing the items in your first segment and resist the attempt to spend time on those that are less important.  If a single item pencils out to be greater than a 2 or 3 week effort, it is a candidate to break apart into multiple smaller items.When that first segment is complete, re-review your list of to-do’s and select your next highest priority items and focus on getting those resolved.Lather, rinse and repeat until you have achieved your goal of a better night’s sleep!



 
 

24+ years of industry expertise 
World-class software development 
Agile/ROI focused delivery 
Continuous project management and status visibility 
AWS Partners 
Certified Veteran-Owned business 

Primero Systems 
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If you determine that you could benefit from the guidance and support of a partner that has been-there and done-that, I’d like to throw our hat into ring for your consideration.We are just a couple months shy of our quarter century in business providing services to small businesses as well as multi-billion dollar organizations.



Thank You! 
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